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In this article, we propose a new architecture-level parameterized dynamic thermal behavioral
modeling algorithm for emerging thermal-related design and optimization problems for high-
performance multicore microprocessor design. We propose a new approach, called ParThermPOF,
to build the parameterized thermal performance models from the given accurate architecture ther-
mal and power information. The new method can include a number of variable parameters such
as the locations of thermal sensors in a heat sink, different components (heat sink, heat spreader,
core, cache, etc.), thermal conductivity of heat sink materials, etc. The method consists of two steps:
first, a response surface method based on low-order polynomials is applied to build the parameter-
ized models at each time point for all the given sampling nodes in the parameter space. Second,
an improved Generalized Pencil-Of-Function (GPOF) method is employed to build the transfer-
function-based behavioral models for each time-varying coefficient of the polynomials generated
in the first step. Experimental results on a practical quad-core microprocessor show that the gen-
erated parameterized thermal model matches the given data very well. The compact models by
ParThermPOF offer two order of magnitudes speedup over the commercial thermal analysis tool
FloTHERM on the given examples. ParThermPOF is very suitable for design space exploration
and optimization where both time and system parameters need to be considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As CMOS technology is scaled into the nanometer region, the power density
of high-performance microprocessors has increased drastically. The exponen-
tial power density increase will in turn lead to average chip temperature to
raise rapidly [ITR 2007]. Higher temperature has significant adverse impacts
on chip package cost, performance, and reliability. Excessive on-chip tempera-
ture leads to slower transistor speed, more leakage power consumption, higher
interconnect resistance, and reduced reliability [Gunther et al. 2001; Brooks
and Martonosi 2001; Pedram and Nazarian 2006].

Chip-MultiProcessing (CMP) techniques, where multiple CPU-cores and
caches are integrated into a single chip, provide a viable solution to the tem-
perature/power problems [Li et al. 2006; Advanced Micro Devices 2006; Intel
2006]. Chip-multiprocessing allows one to increase the total throughput by
task-level parallel computing with lower voltage and frequency to meet power
and thermal constraints. The proliferation of this technique provides both op-
portunities and challenges for future massive parallel computing. One diffi-
cult issue confronting designers is the unpredictable heat and thermal effects,
which are caused by the placement of cores and caches and changing program
loads. Furthermore, local hot spots, which may have much higher temperatures
compared to the average die temperature, are becoming more prevalent in mi-
croprocessor chips [Pedram and Nazarian 2006]. This is especially the case
for multicore processors as the temperature in each core can be dramatically
different and the resulting large temperature gradients can produce mechani-
cal stress and degrade the chip reliability. Hence it is very important to verify
the temperatures and estimate the related performance (power, timing, yield)
and reliability limits during the thermal-aware floorplanning and architecture
design under various loads among different cores and caches [Skadron et al.
2003].

To facilitate this temperature-aware architecture design, it is important to
have accurate and fast thermal estimation at the architecture level [Huang
et al. 2005]. Both architecture and CAD tool communities are currently lacking
accurate and practical tools for thermal architecture modeling. Existing work
on the HotSpot project [Huang et al. 2004; Skadron et al. 2003] tried to solve
this problem by generating the architecture thermal model in a bottom-up way
based on the floorplanning of the function units. But this method may not be
accurate for real industry designs as many approximations are made during
the modeling. It may also difficult to set up for new architectures with differ-
ent thermal and packaging configurations [Wu et al. 2006]. To compute the
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thermal responses by solving the basic thermal transfer equations using nu-
merical methods like the finite element method and finite difference method is
very expensive, especially for different thermal conditions and package config-
urations during the design stage. Hence, the need for efficient, accurate, and
parameterized architecture thermal models, especially for emerging multicore
microprocessors, has never been greater.

Parameterized models are important for fast design exploration and opti-
mization as one can change the parameters during the optimization process.
In multicore architectures, those variable parameters related to the chip’s tem-
perature can be spatial distance of thermal sensors in the heat sink, differ-
ent components in the chip package (heat sink, heat spreader, cores, cache,
etc.), thermal conductivity of the heat sink materials (aluminum, copper, mag-
nesium), or more. In addition to those parameters, the models must capture
dynamic thermal behaviors. The work in Dooren et al. [2000] presents a pa-
rameterized static thermal model for flip-chip packages. The method uses a
star-like resistor-only network to model the thermal behaviors of general flip-
chip packages. The thermal resistors become variables of design parameters
such as die size, chip thickness, etc., by means of the response surface method.
Recent work [Wang et al. 2005] proposed a parameterized modeling method
for performance metrics (timing, power, and temperature) at the device and
gate levels using the response surface method. But this method cannot capture
transient information.

In this article, we propose a new architecture-level parameterized dynamic
thermal behavioral modeling algorithm for emerging thermal-related analysis
and optimization problems for high-performance chip-multiprocessor design.
The proposed compact thermal model will be used to predict the thermal re-
sponse of new package designs once its accuracy has been calibrated and val-
idated with the detailed models. This is the design methodology to be used by
our industry partner. We propose a new approach, called ParThermPOF, to
build the parameterized dynamic thermal behavioral models from accurately
computed thermal and power information using the sophisticated FEA (Finite
Element Analysis) or CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) tools at architec-
ture level. The new method is a top-down, black-box approach, meaning it does
not require any internal structure of the systems and it is very general and
flexible. ParThermPOF is able to include a number of parameters such as lo-
cation of thermal sensors in a heat sink, different components (heat sink, heat
spreader, core, cache, etc.), thermal conductivity of heat sink materials, etc.
The new method consists of two steps: first, a Response Surface Method (RSM)
based on low-order polynomials is applied to build the parameterized models
at each time point for all the given sampling nodes in the parameter space
(except for time). Second, an improved Generalized Pencil-Of-Function (GPOF)
method [Li et al. 2008b, 2009], used especifically for thermal modeling, called
ThermPOF, is employed to build the transfer-function-based models for each
time-varying coefficient of the polynomials generated in the first step.

We remark that the detailed model for generating the realistic temperatures
for training compact models was developed in FloTHERM [Flotherm], which is
a typical 3D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) commercial software used
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in cooling of electronics. Also, the material properties and boundary conditions
are representatives of conditions found in the thermal test vehicles at Intel’s
lab rather than real-life systems. The specific workloads only mimic those of
real-life applications. The model does not include the specifics of the board.
The power distribution in the real die is known in advance (for example, from
Thermal Test Vehicles (TTVs)). The detailed model only tries to mimic these
profiles. Although sufficient detail was put in the model, the focus was to in-
clude the relevant parameters that needed to be calibrated with parameterized
methods.

Simulation results on a practical quad-core microprocessor show that the
generated parameterized thermal behavioral models can be built very effi-
ciently and the temperatures computed from resulting models match the given
temperatures well for given parameter space in the time domain. The compact
models by ParThermPOF offer two order of magnitudes speedup over the com-
mercial thermal analysis tool FloTHERM [Flotherm] on the given examples
from our industry partner.

The rest of this article is organized as the follows: Section 2 presents the
parameterized thermal modeling problem we try to solve. Section 3 explains
a Generalized Pencil-Of-Function (GPOF) method for extracting poles and
residues from transient responses and an improved GPOF method for thermal
modeling. Section 4 presents our new parameterized thermal behavioral mod-
eling approach based on the improved GPOF thermal modeling technique and
response surface model. Section 5 shows the simulation results and Section 6
concludes this article.

2. PARAMETERIZED TRANSIENT THERMAL BEHAVIORAL
MODELING PROBLEM

Two types of parameters are considered in our modeling problems. The first
one is time; the second one is comparised of other parameters to be discussed
shortly.

Our modeling problem is to build parameterized transient thermal models
considering the both time and other variable parameters of multicore proces-
sors. Basically we want to build the behavioral model, whose inputs are the
powers and outputs are temperatures that not only depend on the input pow-
ers but also depend on the system parameters. Our parameterized behavioral
models are created and calibrated with the simulated temperature and power
information using a commercial thermal analysis tool based on a realistic mul-
ticore processor.

In this article, we specifically look at a quad-core microprocessor architecture
from Intel to validate the new thermal modeling method. The architecture of
this multicore microprocessor is shown in Figure 1, where there are four CPU
cores (die 0 to die 3) and one cache core (die 4). The temperatures reported are
on the die bottom face and centered with each die region.

Figure 2 shows the 3D structure of this quad-core microprocessor in a pack-
age, where the CPU die (with quad-cores) is in the bottom in contact with an
Intermediate Heat Spreader (IHS). At the top is the Heater Sink (HS), which
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Fig. 1. Quad-core architecture.

Fig. 2. 3D structure of quad-core processor.

has the top and bottom parts. The thermocouples (thermal sensors) are used
to measure the temperatures on these specific locations. Figure 3 shows the
temperature changes when only core0 is active (20W power at the input) at
difference locations using a copper heat sink. HS 5mm means that the tem-
perature changes at 5mm away from the center of the heat sink. As we can
see, temperatures go down as we move away from the center and away from
the bottom parts of the chip. The temperatures at the core center are hottest.
Also, in addition to the distance parameter in a specific component (heat sink),
we may select different observation components such as individual core, cache,
heat spreader, or heat sink as other indicator parameters.

Furthermore, we may consider the thermal conductivity of the heat sink ma-
terial as another parameter. Normally, the heat sink is made of copper (Cu) or
aluminium (Al). Cu and Al have different thermal conductivities, for example,
Cu is 390W/(m · K ) and Al is 240W/(m · K ). Different heat sink materials may
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Fig. 3. Temperature responses at various locations in quad-core processor when only core0 is
active.

Fig. 4. Temperature distributions on the whole chip with a package using different heat sink
materials when all cores and cache are active.

induce the different temperature distributions on the chip. Figure 4 shows the
simulated temperature distributions on the whole chip with a package using a
copper heat sink and aluminum heat sink, respectively. The supply power for
both cases is about 40W. We can see from the two figures that the maximum
temperature of the chip on a copper heat sink is 10◦C less than the one on an
aluminum heat sink due to different thermal conductivities of the two materi-
als. But the prices of copper and aluminum are different. So the designers need
a trade-off between hot spot temperatures and package cost. In our work, we
set up such a parameter to indicate the thermal conductivity of the heat sink
material properties. Such parameterized thermal models may be very helpful
for design exploration and optimization.

We can abstract this quad-core processor into a linear system with 5 in-
puts, 1 output, and several parameters, as shown in Figure 5. The inputs are
the power traces of all the cores and the output is the temperature response
for given parameters. The parameters can be the location of the thermal sen-
sors (distance to a center point), the observation component or measure point,
thermal conductivity of the materials used for heat sinks, etc.
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Such a system can be described by the parameterized impulse-response
(transfer) function matrix H

H(t, ξ ) = [h0(t, ξ ) h1(t, ξ ) h2(t, ξ ) h3(t, ξ ) h4(t, ξ )], (1)

where hi are the impulse-response functions for output due to input port i and
ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ...) are the parameters of this system.

Given a power input vector for each core u(t) and a specific set of parameters
ξ , the transient temperature can be then computed by

y(t) =
∫ t

0
H(t − τ, ξ )u(τ )dτ. (2)

Eq. (2) can be written in the frequency domain as in (3). We have

y(s) = H(s, ξ )u(s), (3)

where y(s), u(s), and H(s, ξ ) are the Laplace transform of y(t), u(t), and H(t, ξ ),
respectively. Each hi can be expressed as the partial fraction form or the pole-
residue form (4) [Pillage et al. 1994]

hi(s, ξ ) =
n∑

k=1

rk(ξ )
s − pk(ξ )

, (4)

where hi(s, ξ ) is the transfer function between the ith input terminal and the
output terminal; and pk and rk are the kth pole and residue. Once transfer
functions are obtained, the transient responses can be easily computed.

To build the parameterized behavioral model, we need to solve the follow-
ing two problems: (1) to find a response polynomial function that can approx-
imate the given temperatures for all the controllable variables (parameters)
with enough accuracy; (2) to find the poles and residues for each transfer func-
tion hi from thermal coefficients (of the polynomials from step (1)) and power
information to capture the transient behavior of the temperature.

For problem (1), we introduce response surface method to capture the linear
or nonlinear relationship between the parameters and response (temperatures)
at each time point. For problem (2), we can handle it by using the improved Gen-
eralized Pencil-Of-Function (GPOF) to extract the poles and residues from the
transient thermal response. Combining (1) and (2), we can build the parame-
terized transient thermal behavioral models.

In the following section, we will first briefly review the improved GPOF
method for transient thermal behavioral modeling before we present our new
parameterized thermal behavior models.
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Fig. 6. GPOF algorithm for poles and residues extraction.

3. GPOF AND IMPROVED GPOF FOR THERMAL MODELING

3.1 Review of Generalized Pencil-Of-Function (GPOF) Method
The Generalized Pencil-Of-Function (GPOF) method has been used to extract
the poles and residues from the transient response of a real-time system and
electromagnetism [Hua and Sarkar 1989, 1991; Sarkar et al. 1994]. It works
on the sum of exponential forms, which can be expressed in the partial fraction
form in frequency domain like (4). The GPOF method can be viewed as a spe-
cial generalized eigenvalue computing method, in which we not only compute
the eigenvalue (poles) of the given two matrices made by the sampled data,
but also produce the residue for each pole in the partial fraction form [Hua
et al. 2004]. As a result, it can be used to extract poles and residues from the
thermal-related impulse responses for our problem. The GPOF algorithm flow
is shown in Figure 6, where N is the total number of sampled points, M is
the order or the number of poles, and L can be viewed as sampling window
size.

For the GPOF method, it allows M ≤ L ≤ N − M , which means that we can
allow different window sizes and pole numbers. Typically, choosing L = N/2
can yield better results.

3.2 Improved GPOF Method for Thermal Modeling
Directly applying the GPOF to the computed thermal impulse response may
not lead to a stable and accurate model. We improve the GPOF method by
using the logarithmic-scale and stabilization process mentioned shortly. The
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resulting method, called ThermPOF, was proposed recently by the authors Li
et al. [2008b, 2009]. ThermPOF builds the linear transient thermal models
for given power and temperature information and is briefly reviewed in the
following.

Temperatures change very rapidly in a very short time and gradually reach
a steady state for a long time. This feature results in the modeling problem
for the GPOF method if linear sampling is used. A logarithmic-scale sampling
technique is presented in ThermPOF to mitigate this problem. After obtaining
the transfer function from GPOF, ThermPOF can get the response back in the
original time scale.

Also, the GPOF method will not always generate stable poles for a given
impulse response. The response from the model by GPOF can be unbounded
outside the sampled interval while using positive poles, although the GPOF
model can give a very good matching for a given impulse response for the sam-
pled interval. To mitigate this problem, ThermPOF artificially extends the time
interval when the impulse response is zero. By sufficiently extending the time
interval of zero-response in an impulse response, it can make all the poles
stable.

Furthermore, the obtained impulse response may become zero numerically
for a short period because temperature changes at the beginning are very
slow. And long zero-response time at the beginning may cause significant dis-
crepancies in the reduced models. To resolve this problem, ThermPOF trun-
cates the beginning zero-response time such that the response goes to nonzero
numerically immediately. The second method to mitigate this problem is by
increasing the value of L, which means more sampling points but more ac-
curacy. The advantage of the second method is that it can use the same off-
set for all the transfer functions, which can reduce complexity in the thermal
simulation.

4. PARAMETERIZED THERMAL BEHAVIORAL MODELING METHOD
In this section, we present our new parameterized thermal behavioral modeling
approach. We first present the ParThermPOF algorithm overall flow and then
present the important steps in the algorithm.

4.1 The ParThermPOF Algorithm Flow
The proposed ParThermPOF consists of two major steps: first, building param-
eterized models by response surface methods on every time point; second, build-
ing subsystem response behavior models by ThermPOF. Let us assume that we
have k parameter variables in the parameter space � = {ξ |ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξk)}.

The proposed ParThermPOF is given in Figure 7. Steps 1 and 2 build the
response surface models in the parameter space � at each time step t. Steps 3
and 4 build the transient thermal models on top of the RSM models.

As an illustration, Figure 8 shows the response surfaces generated by
ParThermPOF over 3 selected time points when only core0 is active. In the
following, we discuss the important steps in the proposed method.
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Fig. 7. The proposed ParThermPOF flow.
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4.2 Response Surface Method
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) explores the relationships between sev-
eral input variables and one or more responses. The main principle of RSM is
to use a set of designed experiments to obtain an optimal response. There are
many applications of RSM in real industry, particularly in situations where sev-
eral input variables potentially influence some performance measure or quality
characteristic of the product or process [Myers and Montgomery 2002]. This
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performance measure or quality characteristic is called the response. And the
input variables are sometimes called independent variables.

Specifically, suppose that a response y depends on serval controllable input
variables (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξk)

y = f (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξk) + ε, (5)

where the form of the true response function f is unknown and perhaps very
complicated. We need to minimize the error ε when building response surface
models.

Usually, a low-order polynomial in some relatively small region of the inde-
pendent variable space is appropriate. In many cases, either a first-order or a
second-order model is used. A first-order model is easy to estimate and apply,
but it can only accurately approximate the true response surface over a rela-
tively small region of the variable space where there is little curvature in f .
But if the curvature is strong enough that the first-order model is inadequate
to fit the true response surface, a second-order model will be required.

4.3 Building Parameterized Thermal Behavioral Models
4.3.1 Coding for the Variable Parameters. The first thing we do is to trans-

form the natural variables ξ in a range [a, b] into coded variables x in a range
[−1, 1]. After coding, the variable matrix X will have all orthogonal columns.
It may reduce numerical errors and increase numerical stability.

A simple linear transformation can be used on the original measure scale so
that the highest value becomes “1” and the lowest value becomes “−1”. Assume
that a variable ξi is in a range [a, b], using the linear transformation in (6), we
can convert the coded variable xi into a range [−1, 1]. Now we can use the coded
variables x1, ...x8 instead of the natural ones ξ1, . . . ξ8.

xi = ξi − (b + a)/2
(b − a)/2

(6)

4.3.2 Build the Response Surface Models. In this article, we use a second-
order response surface model. A second-order response y depending on vari-
ables (x1, x2, . . . , xk) can be written as

y = β0 +
k∑

j=1

β j x j +
k∑

j=2

∑
i< j

βi j xix j +
k∑

j=1

β j x2
j + ε. (7)

If we let xk+1 = x1x2, xk+2 = x2x3, . . . , xk(k+1)/2+1 = x2
1 , xk(k+1)/2+2 =

x2
2 , . . . , βk+1 = β12, βk+2 = β23, . . . , βk(k+1)/2+1 = β11, βk(k+1)/2+2 = β22, . . . , then

(7) becomes

y = β0 +
q∑

j=1

β j x j + ε, (8)

which is a linear regression model for coefficients (β0, β1, . . . , βq), where q =
k(k + 3)/2. We can use the least squares method to estimate the regression
coefficients in the multiple linear regression model in (8).
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Suppose that we have n observed responses y = ( y1, y2, . . . , yn) and for each
yi we have one set of parameter values xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xiq). So (8) can be
written in matrix notation as

y = Xβ + ε, (9)

where

y =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

y1

y2
...

yn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , X =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 x11 x12 . . . x1q
1 x21 x22 . . . x2q
...

...
...

...
1 xn1 xn2 . . . xnq

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

β =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

β0

β1
...

βq

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , ε =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ε0

ε1
...
εn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

(10)

We would like to find the coefficient solution vector β̂ that minimizes the
squares of errors E, where

E =
n∑

i=1

ε2
i = ε′ε = (y − Xβ)′(y − Xβ). (11)

And E can be expressed as

E = y′y − β ′X′y − y′Xβ + β ′X′Xβ

= y′y − 2β ′X′y + β ′X′Xβ.
(12)

To minimize E, we have

∂E
∂β

∣∣∣∣
β̂

= −2X′y + 2X′Xβ̂ = 0, (13)

so the least squares estimator of β is

β̂ = (X′X)−1X′y. (14)

In practice, we do a QR decomposition on X to make the computation numer-
ically more stable. So we obtain Rβ = QT y. After solving the linear equations,
we get the estimated coefficient vector β̂.

4.3.3 Building Generalized Linear Thermal Models for Coefficients. After
we obtain the coded variable matrix X , the coefficients of our model can be
computed using (14). At this point, we obtain the parameterized thermal model
only on a single time point. We then compute the response surface models
on all the time points, which could generate a set of response surface mod-
els, or more precisely, a set of coefficients, which are functions of the time
now. Since we can consider the temperature response as a linear combination
of such coefficients, the original thermal system is decomposed into a num-
ber of linear dynamic subsystems. Each coefficient is considered as tempera-
ture output of each subsystem and these subsystems share the same power
inputs.
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Fig. 9. Step and impulse responses of one of the coefficients. The x axis is the time in logarithmic
scale and y axis is the relative temperature to the ambient temperature.

To build transient models, we need to incorporate the time into our model.
Now we apply the ThermPOF [Li et al. 2008b] to each coefficient, which is a
function of time only and is computed from the previous RSM step. The coeffi-
cient function, which can be viewed as a special transient temperature function
along with the input powers (the real temperature function is the combination
of these coefficients), will become a Multiple-Input and Single-Output (MISO)
linear dynamic system. In our specific thermal problem as shown in Figure 5,
each coefficient function consists of 5 power inputs and 1 temperature output.
Once we have the coefficient models, we can compute the total temperature
response of the whole system, which is just the sum of all the responses from
all the subsystems together. Note that the preceding modeling process is only
for one power output. We need to repeat it 5 times in order to obtain the models
of thermal system with 5 power outputs.

4.4 The Thermal-CoefÞcient Step and Impulse Response
In ParThermPOF, instead of having the thermal power step responses, we ob-
tain the thermal-coefficient power step responses. Although such responses do
not have direct physical meaning, the resulting step and impulse responses still
resemble the thermal power step and impulse response.

Most important is that GPOF can be still applied to obtain the transient ther-
mal models for the coefficients, which shows the flexibility of the new approach.
Figure 9 shows the step and impulse responses of one of the coefficients in the
resulting thermal models (versus the original ones), which are similar to the
actual thermal step and impulse responses.

4.5 A Walkthrough Example
We illustrate the new method by using a real example. Specifically, the tem-
perature response y is a function of the following parameters: two variables
(ξ1, ξ2) are a distance away from the center and thermal conductivity of the
heat sink materials; six variables (ξ3, ξ4, . . . , ξ8) are used to indicate observation
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components, such as core0 through core3, cache, heat spreader, and heat sink.
Such variables are called indicator variables because values in them are binary
(0 or 1), while values in (ξ1, ξ2) are continuous.

We obtained the data from Intel and the data was computed from the
commercial thermal analysis tool based on a real quad-cord microprocessor.
The observed temperature responses are on ξ1 = 0mm, 5mm, 15mm, and
ξ2 = 240W/(m · K )(Al), 390W/(m · K )(Cu). ξ3 = 1 if we observe the temper-
ature on core0, ξ4 = 1 if we observe the temperature on core1. The settings
for ξ5, ...ξ8 are the same. They represent core2, core3, cache, and heat spreader
when they are set to 1, respectively. At any time, there is at most one variable
which is set to 1 in ξ3, ...ξ8. When ξ3, ...ξ8 are all zeros, it means that we observe
the heat sink.

In our setting, we set x1 as a full second-order form, which consists of the
linear terms, the crossing terms amid different variables, and squared terms.
For x2, we first consider the temperatures on two thermal conductivity points
(240W/(m · K ) and 390W/(m · K ) (we consider one more material in the ex-
perimental section). So in our models we consider x2 as a second-order form
including only linear and crossing terms. We may extend x2 to a full second-
order or even high-order form for more training data.

For x3, . . . x8, because they are indicator variables with only binary value
(0 or 1), we also consider them as a second-order form including only linear and
crossing terms. Also, based on our current given data, x3, ...x8 only have the
crossing terms with x2, because the temperatures we obtained on 0mm, 5mm,
and 15mm away from center are only for the heat sink. For other components,
such as core0 through core3, cache, and heat spreader, we only know the tem-
perature on their centers. So, currently indicator variables are independent of
distance x1. Note that we indicate the heat sink by setting ξ3, . . . ξ8 to all zeros.
So, our models can still work well to capture the temperature responses on the
heat sink for different values of distance variable x1.

Now we can begin to set up variable matrix X based on given temperature
data like the form in (10). There are 17 terms in total, including constant,
linear, crossing, and squared terms. For each time point, we have 18 given
temperature samples for different distances, different thermal conductivities
of heat sink materials, and different observation components. So we obtain the
coded variable matrix X as shown in Figure 10.

4.6 More Remarks for the Proposed Method
We remark that the response surface model works fine when the response can
be approximated by low-order models. Our experimental results show that for
the given parameters like locations of thermal sensors in a heat sink, ther-
mal conductivity of heat sink materials, etc., second-order approximation can
give quite good approximation. For strong nonlinear parameters, new modeling
techniques will be explored such as using orthogonal polynomials in RSM or
piecewise linear modeling methods.

We also remark that currently the number of samples will depend expo-
nentially on the number of variables for sufficient accuracy. We used a simple
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Fig. 10. Coded variable matrix X.

sampling method as sampling is not the main focus of this article. More effi-
cient sampling methods will be investigated in the future to accommodate more
parameters.

Also for fine granularity modeling where a large number of input power
sources exist, the proposed method can still work. More power inputs will lead
to more transfer functions and more matrix pencil operations. But the number
of power inputs does not add the sampling dimensionality as all the inputs
share the same time steps from one detailed simulation of a particular setting.
The only difference is that each transfer function (or the coefficient function)
will have more inputs.

To consider the dependency of leakage powers and thermal conductivity on
temperature, the simple way is to build the thermal models on the actual mea-
sured data (we are working on this with Intel). Another way is to build the
models on the detailed simulation in which such dependencies are considered.
Although such a model is still linear, we at least have first-order approximation
to the nonlinear effects.

In addition to the parameter variables, there are many other package vari-
ables which will affect the thermal characterization of the whole package such
as the thermal conductivities of the materials used TIM1 and TIM2. In this ar-
ticle, we just demonstrate that the proposed method can accommodate different
parameters. Our next step is to make it more practical for use in an industry
setting.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed ParThermPOF algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB 7.0
and the experimental results are obtained on a Dell PowerEdge 1900 worksta-
tion (using a Linux system) with Intel Quadcore Xeon CPUs with 2.99 Ghz and
16GB memory.
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Fig. 11. Given temperature distribution on the whole chip package when using a Copper heat sink
at t = 1s.

The example we use is the quad-core microprocessor as shown in Figure 1,
from Intel. We first build parameterized thermal behavior models from a train-
ing dataset, using the commercial thermal analysis tool FloTHERM [Flotherm],
which is a 3D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) commercial software,
where we collect the computed step temperature response when only one sin-
gle step power source is applied at one time. After parameterized thermal
models are built, we could apply them to generate the temperature responses
for any type of time-varying input power sources and different parameter
settings.

In our experiments, the training data used first to build the models have
different time scales from the benchmark data used later to verify the models.
Both the training data and benchmark data from Intel are the powers and com-
puted temperatures (using FloTHERM) on a realistic quad-core microprocessor
under some operating conditions. The given temperature distribution when us-
ing a Copper heat sink at t = 1s is shown in Figure 11. The power input traces
in the benchmark are shown in Figure 12(a), where the step power is 20W for
all cores.

In practice, the temperature response can be computed very fast by our mod-
els during any time interval, as the computation complexity in our model is only
O(n) by using the recursive convolution on the pole-residue expression, where
n is the number of time steps. Note that the simulation results at one time point
are obtained for all the parameter space. In other words, when we change the
values of parameters at one time point, the results can be computed directly
without doing transient simulation again.

Now we will show the accuracy of ParThermPOF. The calculation of tem-
perature responses at each coefficient is only done once. Then we can obtain
the thermal response for any specific values for parameters (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξ8) by
setting them directly in the models.
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Fig. 12. Thermal simulation results on specific values of parameters.
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Fig. 13. Thermal simulation results on specific values of parameters.

Figure 12(b) and Figure 13 show the computed temperature results at the
points 0mm, 5mm, and 15mm away from the center when using an Aluminum
heat sink. In other words, we set ξ1 = 0, 5, 15, ξ2 = 240, and the others to
zeros.

Figure 14 and Figure 15(a) show the temperatures on the center of core0,
core2, and cache when using a Copper heat sink. In these cases we set ξ1 = 0,
ξ2 = 390, ξ3 = 1, or ξ5 = 1, or ξ7 = 1, and others to zeros.

Figure 15(b) and Figure 16 show the temperatures on the center of core1,
core3, and the heat spreader when using an Aluminum heat sink. In these cases
we set ξ1 = 0, ξ2 = 240, ξ4 = 1 or ξ6 = 1 or ξ8 = 1, and the others to zeros.

From the figures, we can see that all the peak temperatures for each set of
parameters during the whole time interval match well between computed data
and given data. The models work well for the nine sets of specific parameters as
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Fig. 14. Thermal simulation results on specific values of parameters.
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Fig. 15. Thermal simulation results on specific values of parameters.

we just showed sequentially. The errors and percentages are shown in Table I.
All the temperature errors except for set6 (cache with a Copper heat sink) are
less than 1◦C.

The average errors and relative errors (computed temperature over given
temperature on each time point) between computed data and given data are
shown in Table II. From Table I and Table II, we can see that ParThermPOF is
very accurate.

Finally, we add one sampling point for the thermal conductivity parameter
of sink materials after we did for Aluminum and Copper in our model and
to see how the model works. Specifically, we add the thermal-power data for
Magnesium (Mg), whose thermal conductivity is 160W/(m · K ) as a heat sink
material (Cu has 390W/(m · K ) and Al has 240W/(m · K ).). In this case, x2 in
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Fig. 16. Thermal simulation results on specific values of parameters.

Table I. Errors of the Peaks

Parameter Maximal Peak
Settings Given (◦C) Error (◦C) Percentage

set1 43.8 0.21 0.48%
set2 40.0 0.14 0.35%
set3 35.9 0.02 0.06%
set4 69.1 0.29 0.42%
set5 70.3 0.69 0.98%
set6 49.6 1.27 2.56%
set7 77.4 0.22 0.28%
set8 74.2 0.87 1.17%
set9 55.2 0.57 1.03%

Section 4 not only includes linear and crossing terms, but also includes squared
terms. We also need to add one column x2

2 to coded variable matrix X and update
the corresponding item values in X.

Figure 17(a) and Figure 17(b) show the temperatures on the center of core0
and heat sink when using a Magnesium heat sink when pulse-like power inputs
are excited for the generated models using the new training data. In these cases
we set ξ1 = 0, ξ2 = 160, ξ3 = 1, or ξ3 = 0, and the others to zeros. ParThermPOF
can still obtain sufficiently accurate results.

Now we report some CPU times for the proposed method and compare
them with FloTHERM [Flotherm], which uses advanced numerical techniques
to compute the thermal responses. In the FloTHERM, each run for one set-
ting (with fixed thermal materials for heat sink, heat spreader, ambient tem-
perature, and thermal conditions) takes about 25 minutes for 1000 transient
steps.

While in ParThermPOF, the training process takes 40 seconds for 5 inputs
and 19 coefficients, which means it performs 5×19 matrix pencil operations [Li
et al. 2008b]. After we obtain the models from training part, the simulation time
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Table II. Average Errors and Relative Errors
between the Computed and Given Temperatures

Parameter Average Average
Settings Error (◦C) Relative Error (◦C)

set1 0.06 0.16%
set2 0.18 0.49%
set3 0.02 0.07%
set4 0.15 0.23%
set5 0.39 0.59%
set6 0.72 1.69%
set7 0.81 1.28%
set8 0.17 0.55%
set9 0.71 1.52%
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Fig. 17. Thermal simulation results on specific values of parameters.

is much shorter. For the problem we have, it takes 2.81 seconds to compute the
19 coefficients for the whole simulation period (1000 steps). For one particular
response at one time step, it only costs 0.002s. The reduced model has 535X
speedup over FloTHERM if we only consider the transient simulation time,
and 35X speedup over FloTHERM if we consider both training and transient
simulation time. As a result, the proposed compact modeling is much faster
than the full-blown numerical simulation.

6. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed a new parameterized thermal behavioral mod-
eling method. The new method, ParThermPOF, builds the parameterized dy-
namic thermal behavioral models from accurately computed thermal and power
information. It can include a number of parameters such as locations of ther-
mal sensors in a heat sink, different components (heat sink, heat spreader, core,
cache, etc.), thermal conductivity of heat sink materials, etc. ParThermPOF is a
general top-down, black-box parameterized performance modeling technique. It
is very suitable for thermal-related design space exploration and optimization
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where both dynamic behavior and system parameters need to be considered.
Experimental results on a practical quad-core microprocessor have showed that
the generated parameterized thermal models match the given power-thermal
data very well. The compact models by ParThermPOF offer two order of mag-
nitudes speedup over the commercial thermal analysis tool FloTHERM on the
given examples.
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